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Where can we go to find God if we cannot see Him in our

own hearts and in every living being. 

-Swami Vivekananda

There is no doubt there is acute shortage of differ-
ent medical equipments and other facilities in our
hospitals during the time of ongoing crisis. We

can observe long queues of needy persons outside oxygen
filling plants, hospitals and other medical facilities,
waiting for their turn to get medical facilities for their
loves ones, suffering from the contagious infection.
Further, the production of anti-COVID vaccine is not
sufficient to meet requirements of our population. After
first wave of COVID infection, when a fall was observed
in its spread, we exported COVID vaccines to other
needy countries. No doubt on humanitarian grounds
that was our duty and generosity, but now during ongo-
ing second wave of COVID, entire country is grappling
with shortage of vaccine to keep the infection at bay, but
people are not receiving the same. We have exported
approx 600 million of doses across different countries.
Now in this vaccine crisis, some people are misinforming
that Govt should have not exported the vaccine to other
nations, when there is acute shortage of same in the
country itself. At that time, many people were engaged
in a propaganda and were against the Govt. They also
questioned the efficiency of vaccine and deliberately
remained away from health centres in the country. Even
now also, some people are saying that it was a wrong
move by the government. But we should keep in mind
that it is the duty of every responsible state to take care
of others at the time of need and emergency. No doubt
priority must be given to own people, but at that time
nobody was aware about such kind of COVID surge.

We must not forget that other nations have not forgot-
ten the generous step of India and now, in the hour of
need, are providing a lot of medical equipments and
other facilities, for welfare of people. Many nations
came openly for our help in this crucial hour of crisis.
We are continuously receiving oxygen concentrators,
PPE kits, raw materials for our vaccines from different
nations of the world. Think if we had not supported
them in their crisis, then who would have helped us
today. There is popular saying that you can't clap with
a single hand. International relations are strengthened
only when we understand each others' needs. And in dif-
ficult times of other, we must cooperate with them as
per suitability and capacity. Now we are living in a glob-
al village. We can only get success if we think globally
and act globally. No nation can achieve success by ignor-
ing concerns and interest of others. COVID pandemic is
a global issue for all. We can eradicate this problem
from the world when we cooperate and work collabora-
tively in this direction. Our nation has a beautiful histo-
ry that we helped humanity in difficult times. Our iden-
tity has been of a country which once gave the
Panchsheel principal. We are the exponent of the philos-
ophy of 'Vasudevya Katumbkum'.

No doubt at present, we are running the biggest immu-
nisation programme against this viral infection and
there is need of billions of jabs for this purpose. But we
should also not forget that it will take some time to vac-
cinate such a large population. Some patience and per-
severance is needed in this direction. Also there is need
of proper collaboration from all stakeholders and citi-
zens at this crucial juncture. It is not an apt time for
blame game and criticism. We are facing an historic cri-
sis of modern era. Everyone should forward for cooper-
ation, then only we can stand strong against this pan-
demic. It is not an appropriate time to criticise the poli-
cies and initiative of government at international plat-
form. Entire world community is giving assistance to us
for our generosity. Helping someone in a difficult time
and later falsifying it, will not change the situation.
Now we have seen that our recovery rate is improving
day by day with our cooperation in this direction. Soon
we will recover over from this bad time and common
man will get a good chance to live again. 

Shyam  Sudan
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For many centuries it was considered
that language is the source of the
expression of human thoughts and

ideas. Ralph Waldo Emerson1 wrote,
'Thought is the blossom, language the bud.'
However, psycholinguists in the 20th cen-
tury started grappling with some new ques-
tions. Thoughts and ideas, even when not
spoken out aloud, need to be expressed in
some way within the mind itself. When we
think, we may not be speaking to others,
but we are speaking to ourselves. In most
cases, a human being 'speaks to himself' in
the language where his comfort level is
highest, and this is usually, though not
necessarily, the mother tongue. But what
about those who do not know any lan-
guage? For instance, babies in infancy
stage cannot speak, but surely they also
have thoughts and ideas in their minds;
their minds do not remain blank until they
acquire speech skills. Similar is the case of
deaf and dumb people. Though they cannot
hear or speak verbal languages, they must
surely have ideas in their minds. Helen
Keller became blind and deaf, when she
had an attack of meningitis at the age of
one. She could not hear or speak any ver-
bal language and only when she was about
seven years old, she learned to communi-
cate her thoughts by pressing signs into
palm of her tutor Anne Sullivan. Those
were not the days of hearing aids or even of
Braille or sign language. Yet, it is beyond
credence that a fertile and intelligent mind
like hers could have been a vacuum until
she learnt to communicate ideas! The ques-
tion with language and thought is, as with
chicken and egg, which comes first? But be
that as it may, language is a uniquely
human gift and plays a big part in our
experience of being human and it is worth-
while attempting to understand its role in
shaping our mental construct. 

Does language shape thought, and if so,
to what extent? Does it influence the way
we think, the way we live, the way we see
the world, the way we interact with other
human beings? Well-known critic Elaine
Showalter, analysing the difference
between the writing of men and women,
says that language plays an important role
in the cultural construct of a person.
Patriarchal social conventions allow lesser
and more limited linguistic territory for
women, which reflected in their writing

and ideas too, till in later years more and
more women broke relatively free of these
conventions resulting in the enrichment of
ideas in women's writing. It is an unre-
solved controversy whether language is
merely a tool for expressing our thoughts
or whether it actually shapes our thoughts.

Piaget the famous psychologist and
known for his research on cognitive psy-
chology, is quite definite about the rela-
tionship of language to concept formation.
He is of the opinion that there is no need
for language to precede the acquisition of
concepts. Before the child learns to speak,
he is already using symbolic thought in
which one object stands for another. A
child that opens and shuts its mouth, while
working out how to open any box for exam-
ple a lunch box or a matchbox, is represent-
ing one action by another even if he cannot
speak. Language is only one of the symp-
toms of this level of development, not the
cause. Some use of symbols is found before
speech occurs, and some use of non-lan-
guage symbols co-exists with speech.
Language is only part of the child's devel-
opment and does not play a crucial role. Its
only major difference from other symbolic
systems is that it is not personal and idio-
syncratic but is shared with other speakers
of the language. The proof of the minor
role of language comes from studies of deaf
and blind children. Their conceptual devel-
opment is delayed by between one and four
years. Yet in the end, they acquire more or
less the same concepts as the normal child
in spite of their language handicap. So lan-
guage only greases the wheels, it does not
drive them. Piaget's advice for the teacher
seems to be that language must not be
treated in isolation but as part of the gen-
eral development of the child; the teacher
must not expect to influence conceptual
development greatly through language
teaching.

From the point of view of the linguist,
Noam Chomsky is far from convinced that
language is simply part of the growth of
symbolic thought. In a recent lecture he
dismissed this with the remark that 'Since
only the vaguest of suggestions have been
offered, it is impossible at present to eval-
uate these proposals.' Most of those study-
ing children language at the moment agree
with him that the dependence of language
acquisition on more general learning
processes is not proven. Many aspects of

language development appear to have no
parallels in other areas of development.
Syntactic structure has peculiarities of its
own. For instance, early in the develop-
ment of speech the child forms sentences
by combining two different types of words,
usually known as 'pivot' and 'open'.
Examples of this are sentences such as
'Ball there', 'Spoon fall' and 'See Doggy'.
Why he should do this and how this leads
on to more complicated structures is as yet
uncertain. Yet this stage is found in a vari-
ety of languages and may perhaps occur in
all human languages. As a developmental
stage it seems unique to language. The lin-
guist's advice to the teacher is then to be
wary of subordinating language to concept
as this will not teach those aspects of lan-
guage that are unique. 

Though there are differences between
these two approaches, there are also simi-
larities. They both recognise that language
acquisition is not the same thing as the
development of concepts. They differ over
the degree of independence they grant to
language. Piaget sees language as essen-
tially no different from other uses of sym-
bolic thought. Chomsky sees language as
having its own specific qualities not shared
by other aspects of development. The dif-
ference between concept and language has
been shown in several experiments. In our
effort to validate this theory, we found that
children are able to discriminate spatial
relations at an earlier age than they can
understand the language that describes
these relations. 

In a study carried out by Krishnan and
Mukherjee on working with a group of chil-
dren in the nursery age-group (4-6 years),
they showed them different geometrical
shapes placed in different positions to each
other. For example if they were shown a
picture of a triangle inside a square, they
could pick out a matching duplicate picture
much easier and quicker than if they were
given a verbal order 'Show me a picture of
a triangle inside a square'. In another
example, some of the children were
instructed verbally, 'Throw the ball into the
bucket.' The others were shown manually
what they had to do. No verbal instructions
were given to this lot. It was found that the
children who received the visual example
comprehended and performed the action
much quicker than those who received the
verbal instructions. Thus we found that

concept precedes language. 
The way in which languages differ from

one another may give credence to the belief
that language does indeed shape thought.
Lera Boroditsky, in her essay 'How Does
Language Shape the Way We Think?' gives
the interesting hypothetical example.
Suppose we want to say, 'Bush read
Chomsky's latest book.' Let's focus on just
the verb, 'read.' To say this sentence in
English, we have to mark the verb for
tense; in this case, we have to pronounce it
like 'red' and not like 'reed.' In Russian you
would have to alter the verb to indicate
tense and gender. So if it was Laura Bush
who did the reading, you'd use a different
form of the verb than if it was George. In
Russian you'd also have to include in the
verb information about completion. If
George read only part of the book, you'd use
a different form of the verb than if he'd dili-
gently ploughed through the whole thing.
Boroditsky also conducted a test on speak-
ers of English and Russian languages and
came up with interesting results. In
English, there is only one word for the
colour 'blue', whereas in Russian there are
two distinct, separate words 'goluboy' (light
blue) and 'siniy' (dark blue). Boroditsky's
data shows that Russian speakers are
quicker to distinguish between the two
shades of blue than English speakers who
were much less sensitive to subtle differ-
ences in shades. To take a broader example,
we can consider the fact that in some lan-
guages (like English) inanimate nouns take
a neuter gender, while in other languages
(like Hindi), all nouns, whether animate or
inanimate, are classified as either mascu-
line or feminine. A chair, for example, is
neuter in English but feminine in Hindi.
Would that make a difference in the way the
speakers of both these languages think? 

It is probably too simplistic to find an
answer to the question as to whether lan-
guage shapes thought or vice-versa. A
more realistic and balanced conclusion
would be that both language and thought
are complementary to each other. It is pos-
sible to develop concepts without verbal
language and communication can be done
through symbols also, but for the most
effective and powerful expression and com-
munication of ideas, there can be no better
tool than the verbal language. Expressing
and communicating effectively will in turn
facilitate further development of ideas.

Let’s pledge to provide food,
water to birds in summer

Dear Editor, 
Due to boiling temperature during summers, not only

people face a lot of difficulties but even mute animals'
and birds' too loose their lives, due to acute shortage of
drinking water and food. The ongoing crisis has further
added to the problems of stray animals and birds, as
most of the eateries and Dhabas offering food to them
have been closed, as a precautionary measure to contain
the spread of virus.      

According to animal experts, the rising temperature
proves more hazardous to birds than stray animals. The
situation becomes so grim that many birds die due as

they are unable to bear excessive summer heat.
Generally, birds keep flying as they have no shelter

due to shrinking number of trees in urban areas. Also,
the trimming of trees in cities is done in such a haphaz-
ard manner that these poor birds have no elongated or
think branches to make their dwellings. As a result, in
scorching summer, the heat is life-threatening for these
birds.  With no shelter to seek relaxation, birds try to
fly higher but, alas, their frail feathers do not help them
and such birds collapse on earth. Thus, it is our human-
itarian duty to make water available for birds in our
balconies, lawns, terrace etc. 

I urge all to show empathy for these birds. If we could
provide some grains or keep a bowl of water in our bal-
cony, then it would be a big boon for the birds. These
birds would not need to fly long distances in search of
food and water. We can place water bowls and some
grains in backyards and terraces. This is the first step
to save the birds and animals from heat strokes. Birds
are tiny mute animals hence they cannot convey their

pain, but the Almighty has given us the power to under-
stand their agony. Hence, as Good Humans, we should
at least lend support and help these birds. A little effort
from our side can bring a bagful of joy in their life.
While some can contribute by way of food grains, others
could help in building little cardboard nests for the
birds to rest in their lawns or on terraces. Efforts like
this by every household can surely play a big share in
keeping the bird's population alive. 

Every day, more and more wildlife habitat is being lost
due to man's lust for more land. Hence, as a human
being, it is our social duty to help the birds and give
them shelter in our garden or balcony, no matter how
small.  The point is, birds should survive the onslaught
of scorching heat during ensuing summer season.

I would request all to extend their love and compassion
to these tiny creatures and bring joy in their lives. So,
let us all pledge to save birds this summer!

Mannan  Sharma,  
Sainik  Colony.
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Everyone has a Story,
made up of several
chosen stories, that

we repeatedly tell ourselves
about ourselves, and tell
others too; it hinges on
how we want to be seen.
This narrative plays a role
not only in shaping our
own self-concept, but also
in how we approach situa-
tions, relationships and
decision-making.

One’s composite personal
story contains events or
aspects of our history
which may be factual, but
the way we select some and
leave others out, subjec-
tively interpret them and
thread them into our main
personal narrative
reshapes and alters the
bare facts.

How we feel about our
lives right now is a matter
of the stories that we tell
ourselves repeatedly. What
are these stories? How do
you make sense of who you
are? Does your composite
personal story paint you
primarily as victor or vic-
tim, popular or lonely, suc-
cessful or unsuccessful?

Realise that none of
these on their own can be
wholly true. Yet for many,
these one-sided stories
repeated over time can
become so distorted and
damaging that they ham-
per any ability to live bal-
anced, happy lives.

Rebecca Solnit writes:
“We think we tell stories,
but stories often tell us; tell
us to love or hate, to see or
be seen. Often, too often,
stories saddle us, ride us,
whip us onward, tell us
what to do, and we do it
without questioning.”

The key to personal

transformation is story
transformation. And the
main reason we cling to
this story-made-of-stories,
or Focus Story, is because
it may give us a sense of
security, stability or impor-
tance, that we badly need;
may make it easier to for-
give ourselves, or keep
away bad memories.

All this suggests we
should not rush into this,
but first seek to under-
stand the reasons and ben-
efits of slowly and compas-
sionately redefining the
narrative.

This in no way is about
‘making up’ a whole new
story. That could create
another set of problems for
you. It could keep you
stagnant, fearful or dissat-
isfied. The fact that you do
want change is reason
enough to begin re-story-
ing – thus restoring – your
life.

So, to begin re-storying,
thus restoring your life,
‘reshape’ your narrative.
First, stop blaming your-
self – or in many cases
blaming circumstances or
others. Take time to truly
figure out who you fully
are, your gifts and failings.
What attitudes and behav-
iours need to change? How
do you want to be in the
future? What baby-steps
can you initiate for these
changes to take hold?

As with the earlier story,
you’ll begin to believe more
in this alternative story the
more you begin to actually
live it. Pay attention to
moments of change and
growth, however small,
and appreciate yourself for
them.

Marguerite  Theophil

OFF ‘D’
CUFF

Language or thought, which comes first?

You can change outcome
of your narrative

INDIA’S GENEROSITY WORKED

VIJAY GARG

During the outbreak of COVID-19 and global lockdown,
distance learning (and especially e-Learning) became
the only feasible way of learning, which means the indus-

try is now facing an unprecedented surge in demand. For e-
Learning businesses, this situation brings great opportunities
for growth as well as lots of pressure. Those who are prepared
to meet and retain millions of newcomers will be able to multi-
ply their revenues, and those who fail to respond quickly will lose
this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

Adaptation Difficulties: Since the online classroom is a new
environment for many students, the first challenge is to adopt
online learning. If platform seems too complicated, you risk los-
ing your potential students. Naturally, most of the responsibili-
ty for overcoming this challenge falls on students, but that does-
n't mean there's nothing you can do to help them thrive in online
classes. To ease and speed up the process, you can prepare use-
ful materials about online learning like induction training and
FAQs covering the benefits of online education and providing
tips on how to organize the education process more productive-
ly.

Wrong Expectations: The course appeared to be too difficult
or too easy, too time-consuming or too theoretical-these are
some faulty expectations that will lead to frustration and
dropouts. The best way to mitigate this problem is to communi-
cate all possible information about the course, including topics
and lessons in the course, teachers' qualifications and experi-
ence, level of training required, how much time learners should
set aside for the course, broken down by module and assign-
ment, course objectives and outcomes, skills gained after com-
pleting each module and course in full etc. It won't save us from
students who don't read course description and then drop out
because they needed something else, but at least we'll know
we've done our part.

Technical Issues: Bugs and slowdowns on the eLearning plat-
form aren't something that helps students be more motivated.
Instead, it may force students to abandon the course. Even if
your online platform has never experienced any technical issues,
the spike in demand for online learning during the COVID-19
lockdown might harm your platform's performance. A rapid
increase in traffic on your website is a huge load on your servers
that can cause server outages and crashes. Another problem is
speed losses for users located far from the servers. To get rid of
the technical issues and ensure a smooth eLearning experience
for the students, you need to build a flexible and scalable server
infrastructure by optimizing content with adaptive delivery (to
ensure quality and speed on every type of device and connection)
and moving it closer to the user with a content delivery network
(CDN). There are two ways to do this: build your own solution
or use a ready-made CDN.

Poor Time Management: Lack of time is one of the most com-

mon reasons why students abandon online courses. While some
people indeed face unexpected personal circumstances, others
simply fail to manage their time properly. Time management is
also something you can teach your students. A regular schedule
planner and reminders for courses and assignments would be a
great help for students who struggle with poor time manage-
ment skills.

Problems with Motivation: There are tons of reasons why stu-
dents can lose motivation-from unclear course outcomes and
lack of control to feeling frustrated because of social isolation.
Although some personal motivation problems will always be out-
side of our control, we can do our best to make the course as
engaging as possible. Create a learner's roadmap with clear
milestones like gained knowledge and achievements. This path
can be displayed somewhere in the student's personal account so
that they can follow their own progress and feel satisfaction get-
ting closer to the final goal.

Vary the formats of content and tasks: it could be interactive
training, videos, storytelling, gamified solutions, etc. Form a
community of students and sometimes use group work.
Engagement goes up when students feel like they're a part of a
group.

Too Much Flexibility: One of the biggest advantages of online
learning is great flexibility: students can take courses at their
own pace whenever and wherever they want. At the same time,
when there's too much of it, flexibility can be the biggest disad-
vantage too. The solution is simple: set deadlines for each mod-
ule (or at least a final deadline) and send reminders when the
deadline is close. Without this, the completion rates risk being
extremely low as 'at any time' usually means 'at no time.'

Lack of Human Contact: One of the major limitations of the
online learning experience is a lack of communication with
classmates and teachers, which can be frustrating for some stu-
dents. Moreover, studies show that social engagement and com-
munity components make students five times more engaged and
16 times more likely to finish the course. They acquire new
knowledge and skills by watching others' behavior and attitude,
and related outcomes. Though online learning implies certain
limitations to this approach, we should do our best to create as
many possibilities of interaction within the online world as we
can. It could be group work, webinars, forums, friendly compe-
titions, debates, or discussion boards where students can work
together with their classmates and teachers and learn from each
other.

Too Bulky Chunks of Information: It's a familiar situation.
You need to embark on a large project, and you simply don't
know where to start. But once you break it down into smaller
tasks, it becomes more approachable and doable in your eyes.
The same thing is true of education: too massive and complicat-
ed modules can scare students away from the course. That's
where micro-learning comes in to save the day. It's a learning

approach that involves breaking information down into small,
bite-sized learning units that students can comprehend in a
short time (from 3 to 10 minutes). One unit covers one specific
topic, idea, or skill.  So maybe it's time to go find out more about
this approach and start adopting it on your E-learning platform
too. Get rid of cumbersome modules and topics and provide
information in small, structured units to retain more students
and help them make it to the finish line.

Poor Student Support: When a roadblock gets in the way of a
student in a traditional classroom, they can ask a teacher or dis-
cuss it with their peers. In online education, students can feel
isolated without these opportunities, which is why they tend to
give up when things get complicated. Our task here is to make
sure that students know where to seek help when they face prob-
lems and are comfortable asking for it. The best way to achieve
this is to provide multiple options for getting support on the
platform. Here are a few ideas of what it could be. Create FAQ
documents and a knowledge base covering most common issues
students can face working on the platform (e.g., account setup,
course loading problems, how to enroll in a course, what to do if
you missed a deadline, etc.) Offer email or instant message sup-
port for those who have uncommon questions. For instant mes-
saging, you can use a customer support solution like Intercom.

Create an opportunity for students to talk to each other. It
could be a social media community, a group conversation in an
instant messenger or an entire forum for students like Coursera
did. Make sure students have access to their instructors to ask
for feedback or help. It could be via chat on the platform or a
survey, like Google Forms.

When information students learn gets too abstract and they
can't relate it to their life, it's easy to lose interest in the topic or
the entire course. Knowledge becomes valuable only if it can be
applied. That's why your online courses should provide hands-
on information, include relevant real-life examples, integrate
realistic practical scenarios, and give your students practical
tasks to immediately apply gained knowledge to real problems. 

This way you can build a connection between e- Learning con-
tent and its practical application, and make online learning
more meaningful and valuable for the students. In a perfect
world, knowledge would be available on demand: students face
problems in their day-to-day work and can find specific solu-
tions on your e- Learning platform right when they need it.

We live in times of abrupt changes, some businesses have been
shut down, some are on hold, and only a few now have a unique
opportunity to reach their full potential. Online learning is an
industry people desperately need right now. They are ready to
invest their time and money in gaining new skills and knowl-
edge. And when they come to you, you have to be ready to give
them the best learning experience possible and to make them
stay with you even when the lockdown is over. By overcoming
these 10 issues, you'll get closer to this ambitious goal.

Online classes failing to impress parents


